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From Barbara Boyd, Advisory Council Chair
Time to get back in the garden - warm weather crops
can be planted. We are planting okra, eggplant,
herbs (except basil for a little while longer), and
peppers at the Corrales Family Practice Garden.
Garden success survey results – may give you ideas
of what to try in your garden this year. See article for
more information.
Sandoval Extension Master Gardeners had our first
return to the Corrales Growers Market on April 24. It
is great to help others in our County!
Thank you for all of your support at our first "inperson" plant sale in two years! It was fun getting
together again and there were plenty of seedlings to
sell. Special shout out to Ginger Golden, Michelle
Witte, and Kate Shadock for all their work before,
during and after the sale!

Photos: Barbara Boyd

~Barbara
Please submit news,
articles, events and
photographs to:
newsletter@sandoval
mastergardeners.org

Editor:
Kate Shadock
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Top Trends in Gardens for 2022
A Selection From The Top Twenty Listed by Homes And Gardens (UK)
https://www.homesandgardens.com/news/garden-trends-207271
I doubt I am the only New Mexico gardener who is tired of the garden magazines sold at the local Big Box and
bookstores showing examples of lush gardens crowded with blooms. Those are wonderful in areas with more
plentiful water and less intense sunshine. They don’t work in our climate.
When I saw the Garden Trends 2022 – 25 of the latest looks and new ways to garden, in their on-line
magazine I expected to see more ideas that would not work in New Mexico. I was pleasantly surprised to see
this renowned British publication touting many ideas that are appropriate in our arid gardening. To see the
entire article, use the link above. I culled six ideas to consider for our own gardens, if we aren’t using them
already
1. Plant an abundance of fragrant herbs: 'Many of our favorites like rosemary, thyme and sage come from the
baking hills of the Mediterranean and do best in poor soil. Others, like parsley, coriander, basil and dill are
annuals that grow fast and easily,' advises Monty Don in a recent blog post. Growing herbs in a flower and shrub
border is a great way to add interest to your garden, providing the garden with their delightful perfumes as well
as being culinarily productive. Some varieties also offer benefits to the other plants such as warding off pests or
improving productivity.
Window boxes are an easy way to grow herbs both indoors and outdoors. Positioned on the kitchen windowsill,
it is one of the most convenient ways to grow your favorite herbs – you can go from plant to plate in a matter of
a few seconds, you can't get fresher than that. An outside window box is ideal if you only have a small (or nonexistent) garden. It will add a quaint cottage touch to your home's exterior, you can even intersperse your herbs
with flowers to add interest to the display and give it a more aesthetic flair.

2. Use local building materials : Using local materials to form the basis of the garden design ensures a reduced
carbon footprint for the projects, as well as making gardens feel well-rooted in the conditions of the surrounding
environment.

3. Enhance nature: Use plants that create a haven for birds and bees. This is part of a trend called “rewilding”in
which land is returned in varying degrees to natural habitats that can provide food, water and protection to all
creatures great and small. Adding green structure to hard landscaping is becoming more important together
with a softer, more natural look.

4. Plant flowers for pollinators: Remember we are not all at the same stage of gardening
and caring about pollinators will be new information to many gardeners. Salvias are a
prime choice as they need minimal care, flower for a long time and are an absolute
haven for pollinators. Focus on early-flowering, nectar rich bulbs and perennials such
as crocus, Geranium phaeum and Hellebores niger. There is often a shortage of food
for pollinators early in the year.
Photo: Future/Annaick Guittenry
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5. Grow Your Own: The pandemic has changed our way of thinking. Being able to produce food taps into the most
basic of human needs and for many of us, growing our own is the right choice for our health and well-being.
Even the smallest space can provide room to grow some edibles.

6. Incorporate curvilinear forms: These forms appear more natural in a
garden environment, and they connect us back to the flow of natural
forms in the landscape. It’s a distinctive move away from the style of crisp,
linear raised beds set against horizontal timber trellis that we’ve become
familiar with.
Note: Studies suggest that people’s perception of too many angular forms
contain a threat and trigger negative bias, while rounded objects are linked to
happiness, harmony and calm.
Photo: Denver Botanical Gardens

May Garden Checklist
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Feed the roses – they are heavy feeders – follow label directions
Hill potatoes and corn to increase yield
Mulch your planting beds – easiest to wait until you see sprouts
Make your hand tools stand out – paint the handles a vivid color to be visible in the garden
Slowly bring indoor plants out – acclimate for an hour or so per day to not shock them
Source: Home & Garden Internet Magazine May 2022

Pull Out Your Garden Journal
When it comes to gardening, keeping a garden journal can be a big part of successful results!

Garden journals can be a record of garden failures and successes, weather and pest issues, and of what bloomed and
when. Over time, they become an encyclopedia of gardening history specific to your garden and your growing zone.
Even the most informal garden journal can be of huge assistance to a backyard gardener. Simply keeping a record of
what was grown, and where, along with a few key notes of how the plants performed, goes a long way in helping the
following year’s garden. Three great reasons to keep a garden journal:
1. Prevent memory failure – what was planted, where was it planted and when
2. Control pests – note what type of pests visit the garden, when and on what plants helps you be ready next year
3. Measure plant performance – notice which tomatoes gave great yields and which didn’t prevent repeat errors
SEMG will be surveying Sandoval county gardeners in the fall to find out what worked and what wasn’t successful in
providing ideas for your garden next year. Your journal will be invaluable as you provide feedback.
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How Did Your Garden Grow?
Sandoval Extension Master Gardeners, (SEMG) function under the direction of New Mexico State University. Master
Gardeners are trained to use scientifically based information to support residents of our county. Sometimes we need to
collect that information directly from our local gardeners. In early 2022 we sent out a survey asking what vegetables
gardeners grew both species and cultivars , how did they grow them, in the ground, containers, or pots. How did they
water their garden, with irrigation or a hose. The ultimate question was how did the plants perform and were they
worth planting again?
This first survey was a test, and with few respondents. It provided enough information to understand how to manage a
larger body of data from a future survey. The fundamental reason for the survey is to provide information to gardeners
to increase the success of their own gardens during the following growing season.
To take a look at the results of the first survey check out this link.
Plans are to send out another survey, to a larger group in late August/early September, when the results of this year’s
garden are fresh in our minds. To help remember what you planted and how it performed, we suggest you keep a
garden journal so you can share which with cultivars performed well and the ones that were less successful.

Purple – Overall success “It was amazing” Blue – Good production and overall healthy plants
Red – Mixed results Black – died/not successful
New Mexico State University is an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer and educator.
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Garden2Table – On Hiatus This Month
Cassandra is enjoying some well-deserved time off.
This month we have an article and recipes from Popular Science.

Feed a Family for a Week With a Single Bag of Beans
Beans are healthy—high in protein and fiber and packed with nutrients like iron, magnesium, calcium, phosphorus,
potassium, and more. They’re also an affordable and versatile way to feed your family—a one-pound bag of red kidney
beans costs less than $2 and can make up to 11 servings. If you’re a single adult or have a small family, that can add up
to a lot of nutritious and delicious food for a low price.
Because even the healthiest of foods becomes a drag if you eat it
the same way five days in a row, the key is to cook your beans in
different ways. Stretch your bag of beans into unique meals with
these three exciting recipes passed down from a traditional
Salvadoran cook.
You’ll be able to build off of these dishes, and either enjoy them
during the week or freeze them for later.
We produced 17 servings, which for our family of three translates
to a total of more than five meals. Adding these recipes to your
cooking repertoire is a great way to eat healthy on a budget.
The shopping list
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Two cloves of garlic
A one-pound bag of red kidney beans
A large onion
A dozen eggs
8 ounces of cream cheese
Corn tortillas (how many will depend on your taste and hunger level)
Two avocados
A one-pound bag of white rice
8 ounces of queso fresco (or a more common cheese, like mozzarella or Monterey Jack)
Total cost: $18 (lower if you have some ingredients at home)
Cost per serving: $1.06
Based on these costs, these three recipes can help you prepare a high-value meal on a budget. Compared to
what the average American household spends annually on food, if you cooked a bag of beans twice a month at
$1.06 per meal, you could cover the main meals (breakfast, lunch, and dinner) of a family of three for 10 days.
This would result in monthly savings of a little over $200.
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Meal No. 1: sopa de frijoles (bean soup)
There are many ways to prepare beans. Frying is a popular option, but
when you’re starting from scratch, that involves a two-step process:
cooking the beans, then frying them. If you’re already cooking them,
we’ve got great news for you: you’ve essentially just made sopa de
frijoles, a popular soup in El Salvador.
Prep time: 5 minutes
Cook time: 1.5-2 hours (or until the beans are soft)
Ingredients
1 pound of red kidney beans (can be substituted with black beans, if
preferred)
Two garlic cloves
1/4 of a large white onion
Table salt (to taste)
10 cups of water (to start)
(Optional) three or more eggs
Tools
•
•
•
•
•

Knife and cutting board
Tablespoons
Measuring cups
A large pot
A strainer

Directions
Rinse the beans with water and drain them with a strainer.
Cut off one-quarter of the onion and put it in a large pot. There’s no need to slice it—it’ll break apart later when you boil it. If you
want a hint of onion flavor without actual chunks in your soup, you can infuse it by wrapping the onion in aluminum foil and poking
several holes with a thick needle or knife tip. Once the beans are fully cooked, you can take this out.
Peel the garlic cloves, cutting off the ends. Put them in the pot. As above, if you only want a hint of garlic, you can infuse the soup
with the onion.
Add the beans to the pot containing the onions and garlic and pour in seven cups of water. Salt to taste and place it on your stove
over high heat.
Once the water begins to boil (after about 5 minutes), lower the temperature to medium-high.
Add water as needed, just before the water level begins to drop below the top layer of beans. This isn’t a dish you can set and
leave—you’ll want to keep an eye on your pot, making sure there’s always some water inside and the beans never dry out. Expect to
add at least 3 cups of water throughout the process. You don’t want to find out what burned beans smell like.
After an hour and 20 minutes, when you have about 10 minutes left of cooking time, add those optional eggs to be hardboiled along
with your beans. Put the eggs into your pot whole and let them cook.
New Mexico State University is an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer and educator.
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To see whether the beans are ready, take a spoonful and give your dish a taste test. They should feel soft as you take your first bite.

Serve with: fresh avocado slices, a wedge of queso fresco, and tortillas (grilled for about a minute each in a frying pan)
Servings: six bowls of soup

Meal No. 2: frijoles fritos (refried beans)
Frijoles fritos are what makes a traditional Salvadoran
breakfast and are commonly accompanied by eggs (sunnyside-up or scrambled), Salvadoran sour cream (crema),
queso duro or queso fresco (hard or fresh cheese), and
French bread (pan frances), or homemade Salvadoran
tortillas(which are thicker than the more widely available
tortillas in the U.S.). In the recipe below, we’ve offered
substitutes for when these traditional components of the
meal are not available.
Prep time: 2 minutes
Cook time: 15 minutes
Ingredients
•
•
•

4 cups of bean soup (from Meal No. 1), broth included
3 tablespoons of vegetable oil
1 tablespoon of chopped onion

•
•
•
•

Knife and cutting board
Tablespoons
Blender
Large, deep frying pan

Directions
1. Heat the vegetable oil in the frying pan.
2. Chop the onion and place it in the pan. Cook on medium-high for about 1-2 minutes, until it’s golden brown.
3. Remove the grilled onions from the pan and put them in the blender. Leave the oil in the frying pan to be used
in a later step.
4. Add 4 cups of bean soup to the blender and puree until it’s thoroughly mixed. For thicker refried beans, you can
strain the soup’s broth.
5. Using the oil you saved in Step 3, pour the mix into a deep skillet and fry it on medium-high heat.
6. As the beans begin to bubble, stir as necessary to prevent them from sticking to the pan. Once the bubbling is
consistent, lower the heat to medium. Cook until the oil has mixed completely with the beans, which usually
takes about 10 minutes.
Serve with: fresh avocado slices, eggs sunny-side-up or however you like them, a generous dollop of cream cheese, and
grilled tortillas (fried in a pan for about a minute each)
Servings: six plates of refried beans
New Mexico State University is an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer and educator.
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Meal No. 3: casamiento (rice and beans)
Casamiento, which literally means “marriage”—referring to the marriage
of the beans and rice central to the recipe—is a traditional dish prepared
in El Salvador and Central America. It’s often served with eggs, cheese,
and tortillas or French bread (pan frances) for breakfast, lunch, or dinner,
or as a side dish served along with a heavier meal like carne asada
(barbecue).
Prep time: 2 minutes
Cook time: 20 minutes

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1/2 cup of rice
1 tablespoon of chopped tomatoes
1 tablespoon of chopped onion
2 tablespoons of vegetable oil
3/4 cups of water
1 1/2 cups of refried beans (from Meal No. 2)
Salt to taste

•
•
•
•
•

Knife and cutting board
Tablespoons
Measuring cups
Medium frying pan with lid
Large frying pan

Directions
1. Heat oil on medium-high for about 30 seconds, then mix in the chopped tomatoes and onion, and the half-cup
of rice. Let it cook for a minute, stirring every 10 seconds.
2. Add 3/4 cups of water and salt to taste, then lower the heat to medium. Place a lid on the pan and cook until all
the water is absorbed by the rice, which takes about 10 to 15 minutes.
3. In a separate pan, reheat your refried beans for about 3 minutes. Once the beans are warm, add your cooked
rice to the pan of refried beans, then mix together. Cook your rice and bean mix for about 2 minutes on medium
heat.

Serve with: a dollop of cream cheese, a wedge of queso fresco, a portion of avocado, and grilled tortillas
Servings: five plates of casamiento
Now you know three different and frugal ways to prepare beans—and maybe you even picked up some Spanish culinary
vocabulary along the way. Go practice your cooking, pile up your savings, and impress your friends and loved ones.
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Southwest Plant of the Month
Autumn sage, Cherry sage
Salvia greggii

Photo: Jim Robbins

General Information
Plant Form Shrub

Plant Type Semi-evergreen

Sunlight Sun, Partial
Shade

Plant Size 3' x 2'

Water Usage Low

Colors Orange, Pink, Purple, Red, White,
Yellow

Physical Description: Brilliant 1" flowers slightly above glossy, bright green aromatic leaves on woody, densely foliaged
branches. Flowers normally cherry red to pink but also white, yellow, orange, rose and purple.
Care and Maintenance: Pruning is required to reinvigorate foliage and blooming. Spittle bugs. Odd colored flower
varieties are often not as heat and drought resistant as traditional reddish hues. Brittle stems break easily.
Gardener's Notes: Chihuahuan desert native long used in landscaping worldwide. Many cultivars are available including
"Furman's Red" and "Sierra Linda". Excellent hummingbird attractor. Tolerates light filtered shade. Blooms spring to fall
but best in autumn. S. microphyll a is a similar red flowering species from the Sierra Madres of Mexico.
Source: https://desertblooms.nmsu.edu/plantadvisor/
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Lynda Garvin, State Master Gardener Program Manager
By: Sandra Liakus, SEMG 2008, Chapter Liaison Member of the State Advisory Council
Are you missing the presence of former Sandoval County Agriculture Agent, Lynda
Garvin?
You are not alone. Lynda has been transitioning professionally through the NMSU
Extension Service system. After serving as the Sandoval County Agriculture Agent from
September 2013 through September 2020, Lynda served as the Interim County Program
Manager and Agriculture Agent in Valencia County. She concurrently served as the acting
State Master Gardener Coordinator from April 2021 through February 2022. Since that
time the State Master Gardener program saw several improvements in communications
to the county Chapters, the implementation of a State MG Intern Education Committee,
consisting of NMSU horticultural specialists and Master Gardeners, and oversaw the
successful implementation of the NMSU Canvas On-Demand Intern Training program.
Photo: NMSU/Aces

In late February, Lynda was hired as the official State Master Gardener Program Manager. Lynda’s direction of the
NMSU Extension Master Gardener Program, should ensure the continued growth, support and coordination of the
state-wide Extension Master Gardener (EMG) Program. Lynda is also integrally involved in the National Master
Gardener Program, which will ensure that Sandoval County and other NMSU EMG programs will be connected with the
national information database.
Lynda’s immediate and longer-range goals as the State Master Gardener Program Manager in consult with
Dr. Ralston St. Hill are, head of the NMSU Plant and Environmental Sciences Department, are:
1. Encourage Chapter members to complete the 2021 EMG Survey in Qualtrix, Experience Management Software.
This information will promote our programs to NMSU and partners and will be reflected in the National EMG data
featured on the USDA/ NIFA web site.
2. Update the NMSU EMG web page with current information on all chapter programs. Plan for chapters to send in
videos and photos on their projects and gardens.
3. Provide Advanced Master Gardener Training and in person Workshop opportunities.
4. Facilitate other programming in the Chapters such as the Jr. Master Gardeners and Tree Stewards programming
and training.
5. Approve and implement NMSU EMG Volunteer Software to assist the Agents and Chapters in reporting and
compiling their volunteer hours.
6. Consult with Specialists on the use of Qualtrix to provide a “lessons learned” data base on the yearly Master
Gardener training.
7. Create and oversee a Committee of NMSU Specialists and Master Gardeners to edit and update the State Master
Gardener Manual.
For matters concerning the State Master Gardener program management, you may contact Lynda Garvin by email,
lgarvin@nmsu.edu or by phone 505-977-9674.
New Mexico State University is an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer and educator.
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THANK YOU TO ALL OUR SEED STARTERS!
Ginger Golden SEMG 2014 and Michelle Wittie SEMG 2020
The SEMG Annual Plant Sale at the Corrales Growers Market April 24 set a new record! $2,356.50!!
We could not have done that without the many members who grew tomatoes, herbs, basil, aloe, houseplants
and so many more treasures, generously donated them and delivered them to the market on the 24th.
The time flew by with a dozen Master Gardeners finding the particular kind of tomatoes and peppers the
buyers wanted. Customers appreciated the insights about the planting, care, and growing tips as their plants
were packed up to go home.
As members, it was such fun to see each other in person again. We delighted in getting to meet some of our
interns in person after months of seeing them only as a thumbnail video on our weekly meetings.
Fantastic as the sale was, we took notes for next year. We could have sold even more herbs and more kinds of
peppers, both sweet and hot varieties. The houseplants moved quickly so if you have some you want to divide
do them in February, so they are settled enough to be sold in April.
It’s exciting to see what we can do when we unite our efforts for a common cause.
Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed citizens can change the world. Indeed,
it is the only thing that ever has. ~ Margaret Mead

Back at Corrales Grower’s Market!
Sandoval Extension Master Gardeners (SEMG) once again has a booth at the Sunday Corrales Farmers Market.
This is one of our most popular member volunteering opportunities of the year. What could be more fun than
fresh air, shade, talking to gardeners and answering their questions? We look forward to seeing you at a future
Market.

Photos: Barbara Boyd
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Show And Tell – Working In The Dirt
Working in the Dirt is one of the ways Master Gardeners give back to our community, along with Working with
People, often school children, and Outreach which is usually a form of education for county residents.
Even though a large percentage of our members are active in Working In The Dirt projects we realize not
everyone is. Even those committed to a project know what they are involved in, but maybe not about the
other projects.
To let more members learn firsthand about some of these projects SEMG had a Show and Tell event on
Saturday April 30 where members were able to see, up close, gardens for Seed2Need, the Corrales Community
Library and the Corrales Family Practice Gardens. It was informative to be able to walk around these three
gardens, ask questions and learn how each one overcame challenges such as watering and providing shade for
their crops.
Another Show and Tell is being considered for later in the growing season. Keep your eyes open for
announcements of when and where. These are limited to 30 members as parking is less important than crop
space for these gardens. Thank you to Julie Rohr for orchestrating this wonderful event!

Seed2Need

Corrales Family Practice Garden

Photo: Michelle Wittie

Corrales Community Library

All other photos: Barbara Boyd
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Veteran Master Gardeners
These classes will stay “open” to get your
education hours in for 2021/2022
Mo Casey, Membership Chair – SEMG 2019
Veteran Master Gardeners are required to complete ten (10) hours of continuing education each fiscal year to
remain active members. One of the easiest ways to do this is to take classes through the Master Gardener
Intern presentations. The quality of these presentations was stellar. And they are easy to access at your
convenience.
You can access the Zoom lectures at https://nmsuondemand.nmsu.edu . All you need to do is enter your
e-mail address. You do not need a password. When the site opens, select Modules. That will open up
another screen with the Modules that are available. When you select the Module you want, another screen
will open up. It will show how many videos there are for that Module. And, if you scroll down, you will see
Notes Pages and Readings. All of these can be downloaded. It makes it very easy to take notes as you listen to
the presentations. When you finish all of the videos, scroll down and select “Next.” Scroll down on the next
page and select “Next.” This will take you to the survey. Select the instructor from the Module list. Scroll
down and select “Veteran.”
You do not have to take the quiz, but you must complete the survey part to get credit for taking the class.
Modules
2. NM Climate & Water Cycle
3. Soils
4. Botany
5. Tree Selection & Care
6. Ornamentals
7. Entomology
8. Beneficial Insects
9 Growing Vegetable
10. Growing Fruits
11. Integrated Weed Management
12. Plant Pathology
13. Watering Yard & Garden
14. Plant ID
15. Master Gardener Outreach Program
16. Turfgrass Selection & Care
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Many Hands Make Light Work
HELP WANTED #1
GARDEN2TABLE NEEDS VOLUNTEERS TO RE-IMAGINE OUTREACH
Combine your love of gardening, cooking, nutrition, and helping others by becoming a Garden2Table Volunteer. This
outreach program helps SEMG reach Sandoval County residents with up-to-date, research-based knowledge on how to
best use fresh seasonal produce to easily prepare a nutritious and delicious meal or snack. We will continue recipe
demonstrations at senior/community centers when welcome It’s time to reimagine this committee, and we need your
input. Here are some ideas for future opportunities to better serve our communities:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Health fairs
Children’s Gardens
Women, Infants, and Children’s Program (WIC)
Growers market demonstrations
Education at food distribution sites
Health ministries in your community
Interactive cooking classes

If interested in jump-starting and reimagining Garden2Table, please contact Cassandra D’Antonio.
Contact information is available on the member roster.

HELP WANTED #2
While the weather is starting to warm up, and you’d rather be inside – We have a deal for you!
The Sandoval County Admin Building has some indoor plants in sore need of watering.
If you are interested, please contact Eydie Francis at eydie.francis@gmail.com.
I will be able to give you details. It takes about 2 hours to water all 3 floors.
We will be following state protocol for COVID-19 precautions.

REMINDER TO ALL MEMBERS and GRADUATES – the 2021/2022 time sheets are available on the
member side of our website.
http://sandovalmastergardeners.org/semg-members/members-only-information/
Under TIME KEEPING

Upcoming News:
NMSU State Master Extension is bringing back the
NMSU/UNM Cancer Patient Gardening Project in 2022.
Watch for further updates.
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